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Understanding the Format of Your
Compatibility Profile
On the following pages is a highly-sophisticated computerized astrological interpretation of the
compatibility between two individuals. This report differs from other astrological relationship
reports that you may have experienced, in that it is a SYNTHESIZED interpretation.
Most computer reports compare two horoscopes piece-by-piece, giving you an interpretation
of each planet in sign, house and aspect for one person in comparison with each planet in sign,
house and aspect for the other person. Such reports can be very instructive for students of
astrology because they learn to identify from just what astrological factor each piece of
interpretive information is derived. But the problem with the piece-by-piece report is that the
student often ends up with lots of little bits of information that may not fit together very well,
or that seem to contradict each other.
Let’s face it — our lives often ARE contradictory! However, admitting that fact still does not
provide us with an easy means of weighing all those little bits of information to understand
what is most important and then to “pull it together” into a sense of the whole.
Compatibility Profile uses state-of-the-art computer programming to provide you with an
interpretation that “pulls it all together” for you. All of the myriad pieces of astrological
information in each horoscope are searched for repeated themes. These are weighed and
blended to produce interpretive paragraphs that give you a much more accurate sense of the
potential compatibility of the two individuals whose charts are interpreted, than any piece-bypiece report could provide.
1. The FIRST SECTION gives a short interpretation of the basic personality of each individual
— “Who’s Who.” This is very important, for our compatibility potential with ANY other
person begins with our own basic personality needs and our capacity to relate.
2. The SECOND SECTION continues the individual analysis with “Who Wants What.” This
section focuses on the specific relationship desires and needs of each individual. Again, this
is very important, for how we get along with ANY other person stems from what we,
ourselves, are looking for in that type of relationship.
3. The THIRD SECTION begins the comparison of the two charts with “How You Impact One
Another.” Here, the interactions between the two horoscopes are thoroughly examined. The
interpretations are addressed as issues for each person to consider in relating to the other
person.
In this section, a further key to understanding can be found in the TYPEFACE of each
interpretive paragraph. Bold Type indicates conflict, Italic Type indicates harmony and
Plain Type indicates that the issue is neutral area between the two people that could be
expressed as either harmony or conflict. These distinctions are explained in more detail
in the introduction to the section.
4. The FOURTH SECTION is labeled “Challenges.” Here, you will find a focus on the “Red
Flag” issues that may be most likely to cause problems between the two people. Polarities
— areas in which the two of you are likely to become “out-of-balance” with each other if you
do not understand your dynamics of interaction — are also interpreted.
Astro Communications Services, Inc. • 5521 Ruffin Rd., San Diego, CA 92123 • 858 492-9919

5. The FIFTH SECTION interprets the “Strengths” in the interactions between the two
horoscopes. Basic strengths between the two people are often closely tied to the dominant
elemental “type” of the personalities (fire, earth, air or water). Other strengths are reflected
by aspect contacts between the charts. This section first analyzes the elemental emphases
and then gives short interpretations of the contact strengths .
Each section begins with a short introduction that gives you hints and examples to help you
make the most of the personalized information you receive. Please do not neglect to read these
introductory paragraphs, for they are carefully designed to help you receive the best possible
benefit from this report.
The text of this Compatibility Profile report was written by Maritha Pottenger, a widelyknown and highly-respected astrological consultant who also holds an M.A. degree in clinical
psychology. For further information on the specific system of astrological synthesis that she
uses in her work, see her book: Astrology: The Next Step, which can be ordered from us here
at ACS, or obtained through your local bookstore, for $25.95.
Astrological Annotation included within this report is available upon request. This is for the
benefit of astrologers who wish to know which astrological factors were considered for the text
of each interpretive paragraph. If you ordered Compatibility Profile in the Annotated Version
you will find one or more lines of astrological glyphs before each interpretive paragraph. This
is a list of every factor from which that paragraph theme was derived.
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Introduction
Few areas in life are more important than the people with whom we share our lives. Our early family
relationships, including with our parents, often have a profound impact on our later lives. It is as if the
early associations are a crucible, setting patterns that we continue to repeat with people we meet later.
Positive family relationships make later relationships easier and more fulfilling. Negative relationships
contribute to overall stress and may mean we have to work harder to find happiness with others. Of
course, most relationships have a mixture of positive and negative. And many relationships are
amenable to change; we can create more supportive, and more fulfilling interactions than we have had in
the past.
There is an extremely vital point to remember in terms of family relationships. Although we cannot
change the past (in terms of what happened), we can change our perceptions about the past and our
attitude toward that past. By changing our perceptions, we create a new future. Suppose, for example, a
girl grew up with a parent who she felt was dominating, controlling and intrusive. She may have coped
with the situation by smiling, agreeing and then doing nothing. Perhaps as a woman she now continues
to smile, agree and do nothing whenever someone around her seems dominating or controlling. By going
back and analyzing the past, she come to see her parent’s actions as connected to that parent’s inner
needs, and not particularly related to her actions at all. She may also come to a re-definition of power
and strength. She showed her strength when she was younger and more physically vulnerable by
appeasement. She can recognize other avenues of strength and self-protection now. She can choose to
change the pattern of how she deals with people she feels want to dominate her. She can stop reacting
in an old, automatic fashion, and choose the best response based on her reading of the current situation!
This report is designed to help you make the most of your relationship (past, present and future) with
your parents--and the "inner parent" that each of us develops out of interaction with our parents.
Section One: Who’s Who
This first section addresses the issue of who you are and who your father is. The basic themes in
your identity are discussed first, then basic drives and motivations within your parent are covered. We
begin with an exploration of you separately from your father, and move later to your combined interactions. The focus is on central psychological motifs within each of you. If you each understand the
principles involved, you can choose to express them in positive rather than in negative ways. Every
human drive has a potentially positive (and a potentially painful) side. Through increased consciousness,
we can express more often our fulfilling options.

Who Cybil Vega is
Maintaining Moderation
Your sensual nature is very strong and you can gain much pleasure from physical indulgences, be
they food, drink, smoking, making love or handling money. Yet you also have a strong, internal need for
a sense of control and self-mastery of your appetites.
If this polarity is not balanced, you could find it easy to swing from one extreme to the other. If around
food, you could diet severely and then overeat. You might swing from sex to celibacy or struggle between
smoking and not smoking, etc. The challenge is to find a middle ground of being able to enjoy the
sensual, physical world, without being ruled or controlled by it.
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Because the internal struggle feels uncomfortable, it is easy to externalize. In that case, you are likely
to attract people to express one end of the seesaw, while you express the other. Thus, you may be very
thrifty and attract a friend, partner, colleague, or family member who is a spendthrift (or vice versa). You
may be inclined to indulge in food and attract a friend, partner, coworker, or family member who finds it
easy to starve and lectures you on your lack of self-control (or vice versa). The danger is that relationships can become arenas for power struggles. Each person feels his/her way of handling money/sex/
food/pleasure is the right way and the other person should change. Each person resents the extremes of
the other party.
Once you attain a more balanced approach inwardly, outward relationships will also be more
balanced. The goal is a mutual ability to give, receive, and share pleasures and possessions with
another human being. As integration is achieved, you are able to enjoy more fully, intensely and completely both the sensual world and your association with another person.
____________
Soul-Seeking
You have both breadth and depth. Your emotions are deep and strong, but your mind ranges widely
and constantly seeks new horizons. You are likely to probe the depths of your own psyche in attempting
to understand yourself and question the psychological motivations of other people as well. Surface
appearances mean little too you as you are seeking root causes and basic principles.
You are also engaged in a quest for understanding the meaning of the universe. Your need to know
may lead you to explore religious, spiritual, educational or other paths in a search for answers about why
we are here and where we are going. You can feel very intensely about beliefs and might fall into
fanaticism if you let yourself get carried away. Generally, however, your desire to understand is
insatiable.
Although you are capable of making a powerful emotional bond to another person, you also need a lot
of space. You seek the freedom to search for the truth and answers about the universe. A relationship
may seem, at times, to pin you down. You will have to balance your desire for passion and intimacy with
your thirst for knowledge and understanding through explorations of the wider world. (If you identify with
only one end, other people will express the other end, to excess, for you.)
With a need to explore the deepest recesses of the human soul as well as the farthest reaches of the
universe, you will be seeking and searching and investigating lifelong.
____________
All-Out Intensity
Your approach to life is quite intense. Refusing halfway measures, you can be the original "all or
nothing" person. Equipped with a probing instinct and a strong drive to understand, you are likely to
question many things and many people. Not content with surface appearances or superficial meanings,
you will insist on digging deeper and seeking out root causes. With your interest in fundamental motivations and drives, you can be drawn to fields such as depth psychotherapy, hypnosis, physics, psychic
investigation, criminal law, etc. Your urge is to uncover what is hidden.
With a strong sensual streak, committed relationships are important to you. At the same time, your
need to understand yourself requires some privacy and alone time. This can be a conflict. You may feel
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the urge to withdraw and isolate yourself from people while simultaneously yearning for a mate to share
your most secret of selves. Along with your passionate nature is the intense desire for self-mastery.
Therefore, your relationships can become battlegrounds over issues of money, sexuality, shared possessions and shared pleasures. You and an associate may unconsciously adopt opposite extremes (e.g.,
one spends; the other saves) and use the relationship to act out the conflict. (Of course the actual conflict
is inside each of you--not just in the relationship. Solve the inner conflict and you have resolved the outer
one.)
You have tremendous stamina and willpower. Once you commit yourself to a path, a person or a point
of view, you are willing to hang in there "to the death." You can be a catalyst for transformation--of your
own psyche and the psyches of other people.
____________
Fully Focused
Tenacious as a bulldog, you never give up on what really matters to you! Your concentration is
incredible, and you are very skilled at handling details. Able to focus in on the smallest pieces, and still
keep track of everything, you can be a whiz at anything requiring careful, painstaking record-keeping or
systematic research. You often shine in medical, scientific, or business fields.
Relentless in your determination to get the job done, other people are unlikely to have your stamina or
patience. They fall by the wayside while you continue onward. Your capacity for thorough and exacting
work is amazing. If overdone, this talent can degenerate into obsessiveness. You can be picky about
tiny, minor flaws that do not bother anyone else, or could insist on having things just so lest your sense of
order be disturbed. Generally, however, you have great talent for organization, perseverance, dedicated
analysis and precise work.
Your eye for flaws can be directed toward intimate relationships, especially when money and shared
pleasures are involved. Be sure that criticism (from you to others or from others to you) does not interfere
with sensual/sexual enjoyment and the ability to share material resources comfortably. You are willing to
work to make things better, but must sometimes be reminded to concentrate on assets as well as flaws in
yourself and in your relationships with others.

Who Victor Vega is
Curious Questioner
Motivations fascinate you--your own and other people’s. Intensely curious about what makes people
"tick," you are likely to pursue many avenues of investigation. Whether you look to depth psychology,
personal detective work, reports from others or different sources of information, the underlying goal is a
thorough understanding of the needs and drives operating within each human being.
You respect no barriers in your need to know. You may ferret out secrets, ask embarrassing questions and generally fluster people. It is not that you wish to make people uncomfortable, but rather that
because you value the understanding so much, you are unwilling to let anything interfere.
People may be surprised at times, because you can show two very different sides. You can be
intensely, totally absorbed by your quest, single-mindedly focused on your need to know. At other times,
you can be lighthearted, casual and carefree, your curiosity easily sidetracked from one question to
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another. Both are a part of you, but can seem confusing to others (and to you) if not integrated. You
need the depth and the light touch--the ability to focus seriously on an end result, and the ability to laugh
and be casual, not hung up on having to have all the answers.
Part of this dilemma is your struggle between strong, deep emotions and a need for intense intimacy
versus a desire for casual contact with the ability to flit about (and flirt) from one person to the other. With
a blend, you have the best of both worlds--choosing the best moments for intense investigation and the
prime times for shining things on and not being too serious.
____________
Food for Thought
You have the capacity to blend logic and intuition. With an emphasis on both your objective and
subjective mind, the ability to use conscious and unconscious knowing exists. You can bring buried
thoughts and feelings into awareness and discuss them. You are able to look at feelings rationally and
you can temper logic with emotions.
You may sometimes feel a tug of war between your thinking and your feeling sides, but generally they
support and assist one another. You are likely to enjoy feeding your mind and seek varied experiences in
order to learn and understand more.
Communication with those nearest and dearest to you is very central to your emotional security and
well-being. That communication is likely to take place on nonverbal (psychic/intuitive) as well as verbal
levels. Sharing thoughts and feelings with family is vital for you. Your relationship with your mother and
perhaps another relative (such as a brother, sister, aunt, uncle or cousin) was probably quite influential
(helpful or harmful) in your ability to relate emotionally and intellectually with others. Nurturing, for you, is
very tied to communication (or lack thereof) and the ability to think.
Your mind is a likely source of security and you may rely on your intellectual or communicative capacities to get you through difficulties. You are apt to feel that "If I can discuss it, I can solve it."
____________
"Talk to me."
A thinking individual, your mind is highly important to you. Communication is likely to be a priority.
You may be very articulate and possibly like to write as well as talk. The exchange of ideas and information is a favored activity. Your mind (and tongue) tend to be quicker than those of the people around you.
Sometimes impulsive speech or a biting remark could get you into trouble.
Generally, you see yourself as someone strongly involved in the world of the mind. You are likely to
be learning lifelong. Multiple interests will appeal to you, and you could easily scatter your forces by
trying to learn everything and keeping your fingers in so many pies that none of them prosper. Your
curiosity will lead you in all directions; you need to make priorities and decide where to focus your energy.
A sibling or other relative could have been an important role model for you in terms of self-expression.
That person’s handling of thinking and communication skills had a strong impact on your ability to be
yourself, say what you think and use your sharp mind.
A superb observer, you learn much about people simply by watching them. Your sense of humor is
likely to be good and you are able to play the role of detached observer rather easily. Objectivity comes
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naturally to you.
____________
Hidden Depths
Intensely emotional, you are like an iceberg with 9/10 of who you are hidden from view. Although you
feel deeply, you are often reluctant to reveal those feelings. Your hesitation may stem from a fear of
vulnerability and a determination to protect yourself, or it may involve a desire to protect the feelings of
others.
Some of your emotions are so deeply buried as to be unconscious and even you are unaware of them.
Since subconscious motivations still influence our actions, it behooves you to explore your inner depths
and become more familiar with the subterranean areas of your psyche.
Childhood patterns, especially those involving your experience of being nurtured (or not being nurtured) could still be influencing the present. Your ability to handle intimacy is very tied to your experience
of a mother or mother figure. It may be that some forgiving and letting go of the past is necessary to deal
effectively with the present. It would be easy for you to hang on to feelings, playing them over and over
again like a cow chews a cud. Resentment, anger, jealousy and other negative emotions can be
poisonous if held inside to long. Forgiveness (especially of yourself as well as others) is essential.
Along with powerful emotions, you have a strong connection to your psychic side and inner wisdom-powerful tools for providing positive emotional security in your life.

Section Two: Who Wants What
This section deals with the needs and issues you and your father bring to your relationship. It covers
the attitudes you both have about one another and what each of you is likely to elicit from the other as
responses. It is based on an astrological analysis of each of your charts with special focus on the area of
parental relationships.
It is important to remember the cosmic principle of balance which operates in family relationships: we
come into families who can help us learn to be more fully ourselves, to balance sides of our nature which
are out of balance with the whole. Thus, if we deny a part of our own potential, we are likely to have a
family member who will manifest that denied potential for us--often in excess.
A common example is the child of harsh, dominating and controlling parents. The child may vow to
never abuse power the way his/her parents did. So, power and control continue to be seen as "out there"
(within the parents). The child denies his/her own strength. Forcefulness is seen as "bad." The parents
are overdoing the expression of a power drive, while the child is underdoing it.
The danger here is that children often deny their own potentials from a reluctance to step outside
these artificial boundaries. Also, whenever one party in a relationship is identified as the "sole provider"
of certain qualities, that party is likely to overdo those qualities. Thus, if a parent takes on the role of the
power-driven individual, the child may very well avoid power and control--even well into adulthood.
The cosmic principle of wholeness presents us with family members who will mirror (often in excess)
those parts of our own nature which we have not fully developed or allowed ourselves to express.
Parents are one of the most common mirrors for us to face our own potentials (positive and negative).
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When extremes or polarities are present in a family relationship, it is usually an indication that each
person is overdoing one human potential. Often the two people involved have divided up life. The parent
is doing too much of one side; the child is doing too much of another side of life. The goal of relationships
is balance. It is not a case that one person is "wrong" and the other is "right." Rather are they both
"right" (and both "wrong"). Each needs to do a little bit more of what the other is doing (but not to such an
extreme).
Of course, not everyone is willing to change. If a child changes, but the father does not, the child will
have different interactions with everyone else in his/her life. The father will continue to play the same
games, acting out the same extremes in other life relationships. The more internal balance we attain, the
more outer balance we reach in our relationships.
When reading through this section, recall that the horoscope illustrates the issues each of you is
facing within this relationship. You can choose to find a middle ground for each issue, or you can live out
one extreme end of a polarity, with your father expressing the other extreme. If the seesaw ever
becomes uncomfortable, you can always choose to express a moderate, comfortable blend of both sides
of a given issue. By understanding your drives, you can manifest them in ways which are fulfilling and
satisfying.
Recall also that a greater awareness of the issues helps you to appreciate your past actions. You can
learn from your experiences and change unfulfilling patterns to more satisfying interactions.

Relationship Issues for Cybil Vega
Powerful Parent
You are facing issues of self-expression along with self-restraint, and personal needs versus shared
activities in your relationship with your father (or father figure). Spontaneous self-expression may be at
odds with the desire to hang on and hold things inside. If these themes are not integrated, power
struggles are possible with your father. Manipulation could occur, with either of you taking advantage of
the other. Joint resources (money and possessions) and sexual attitudes and desires could be a focus in
some way. Self-mastery is a goal for both of you. Your relationship with your father provides (positive
and negative) examples for interactions with a mate. Your ability to share intimacy, finances and possessions with a lover is strongly influenced by your experiences with your father.
____________
Parental Probing
You are facing issues of discipline, perseverance, pragmatism, focus and concentration in your relationship with your father (or father figure). He could be very thorough, organized, precise, careful,
painstaking and dedicated. He could also be obsessive and too concerned with nitty gritty little details.
Critical judgments might be a problem. Work demands may conflict with intimacy needs. A practical
assessment of relationship needs can work wonders, if not carried too far. Your father’s examples (positive and negative) strongly impact your perceptions of work, finishing up, relating to a mate, and handling
details.
____________
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Parental Power
You are facing issues of intensity, passion, power, control and perseverance in your relationship with
your father. One potential is a deeply transforming relationship, where each of you serves as a catalyst
for the growth and transcendence of the other person. Through your relationship, you can learn to break
old patterns and reach new heights. You could both reach self-mastery and self-control through your
interactions. If your father carries some of these themes too far, he could be manipulative, power-hungry,
controlling or even abusive. Emotional blackmail (scenes, threats, intimidation) is possible. Withdrawal
could be used as a weapon. A psychic connection is quite possible and you may tune into the best (and
the worst) in each other. Resentment could be a focus and learning when to let go (and forgive) is often
an issue.
Your feelings about intimacy (emotional and sexual), money, and shared possessions and pleasures
are strongly influenced by the example (positive or negative) of your father. Your ability to share possessions and pleasures with a mate will be affected by your reactions to your father. Unresolved feelings
about your father could spill over into close relationships with a lover. Learning to give, receive, and
share equally is essential.
____________
Disciplined Dad
You are facing issues of discipline, self-denial, control and power in your relationship with your father
or father figure. He could be dominating, dictatorial, arrogant and demanding (abusive in extremes). He
could also be blocked, inadequate, fearful, withdrawing and insecure. The challenge in this relationship
revolves around the use of power. The lesson is to avoid trying to control others by learning self-control,
and also to avoid excessive self-control (which becomes denial). Your father’s examples (positive and
negative) have much to teach you about willpower, organization, concentration, thoroughness, responsibility and the use of force.

Relationship Issues for Victor Vega
Come Closer/Go Away
You are facing issues of freedom as well as closeness in your relationship with your children. This
could manifest as an ambivalence--within you or between you and your child. One extreme is being totally wrapped up in parenting, emotionally tied into the home, warm, sensitive and dependent or nurturing.
Another extreme is being solely intent on expressing your individuality. You could be independent,
involved in causes or new-age activities, erratic, eccentric or unwilling to be tied down. If you identify only
with the need for freedom, your child will seem possessive, clinging and intrusive. If you identify only with
the need for closeness, your child may seem cool, aloof, not sufficiently involved in the family. Your ability to integrate freedom needs with drives for closeness influences your parenting style and affects your
perceptions of independence, originality, nurturance, and what entails emotional support. A happy
medium is found between a parent and child who share a strong emotional bond, but give each other lots
of room to be themselves and manifest their personal uniqueness.
____________
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Communicating Caring
You are facing issues of closeness and communication in your relationship with your children. It is
quite possible that your home is a gathering place for other relatives, or that other people play a semiparental role in your child’s life. The focus revolves around nurturance and open channels of communication. You could be warm, easy to talk to, uncomplicated and reassuring. If this theme is overemphasized,
you might be too casual, flippant, talkative or look to others for emotional support. Your child could be too
dependent, too protective, undisciplined, or struggle to make a separation between subjective and objective information. Thinking and feeling could be very mixed in your home. Your parental participation will
offer learning opportunities about differentiating between emotions and intellect. Your attitudes and actions are likely to strongly affect your child’s feelings about nurturance, family and communication. Ideally
each of you learns to balance thoughts and emotions, allowing both, freely sharing ideas and reactions
with one another.
____________
Dedicated Descendant
You are facing issues of nurturance and service through your relationship with your children. You
could be a very dedicated caretaker. You might exhibit a firm sense of duty to family, and could even
work in a nurturing or assisting vocation as well. Protection and security are in high focus. Beware of
trying to take care of everything yourself, striving to be indispensable. That unconsciously elicits weakness from your children. You expect a lot from yourself as a parent, and could overdo self-criticism to the
point of feeling inadequate. In an extreme case, you might become dependent and emotionally needy,
looking to a child to be realistic, competent, and sensible. Your parental experiences are strongly tied to
your feelings about efficiency, nurturance, protection, service and doing a good job. The happy medium
is a parent and child who can both be caring as well as capable, warm as well as productive and efficient.
____________
Nurturing Needs
You are facing issues of dependency, emotional security and nurturing with your children. A balanced
relationship includes give-and-take where you both can be emotionally supportive of each other. There is
the potential for a strong commitment to the family with each of you eager to help the other. It is possible,
however, that you might overdo the desire to nurture or overdo your dependency needs. One extreme is
becoming the smothering parent, so intent of helping the children that you unconsciously encourage
weakness. A "need to be needed" can elicit leaning behavior from children and weaken their capacity for
self-reliance. Another extreme is the emotionally needy parent who can seem more like a child than a
parent. If your own needs to be cherished and supported emotionally were not met when you were
young, you might unknowingly look to your children to satisfy that inner hunger for nurturing. In such a
case, you could unconsciously expect a child to be strong in the relationship, to play an adult role before
really being prepared for it.
This combination is a very warm and loving blend. A happy medium is found with the parent and child
who have a strong emotional bond, feel secure in each other’s company, trust one another fully, and contribute to each other’s well-being in whatever way is appropriate for each. Both are warm, sensitive and
caring.
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Section Three: How You Impact One Another
This section is concerned with the astrological contacts between your charts. These contacts reveal
the nature of the themes you two will face in your association. Each theme has a positive and a negative
side, and you both have the personal power to choose as you wish. The text which follows applies to
both of you, but the issues indicated for each person are most relevant for that individual. If any themes
are listed for BOTH people, they are particularly significant.
Paragraphs which are printed in boldface indicate that the themes involved take extra attention, that
slipping into uncomfortable patterns is a little easier. Once such themes are integrated, you and your
father are more versatile, able to handle many differing drives in life. You can have very fulfilling interactions, provided you both remain aware of the issues and choose positive forms of expression.
Paragraphs which are printed in italic indicate that the themes involved are easier to express in a positive manner. The two of you can complement one another naturally in these areas. If you allow the flow
of instinctive harmony, you can express these shared drives in mutually satisfying fashion.
Paragraphs which are printed in normal type indicate that the themes involved are configured in a
neutral fashion between your two charts. These motifs can easily be expressed in positive or negative
fashion (and you are likely to do some of both as you work toward balance in the relationship). If you
each accept responsibility for your own actions and issues, finding a balance will be relatively easy. You
can co-create a mutually pleasing result.
Paragraphs which contain a mixture of typestyles indicate that the contacts between you are a mixture
of neutral, conflict and harmony. Mixtures may involve two of the three possibilities or all three.

Issues for Cybil Vega to recognize in relating to Victor Vega
Power
Amiable contact with your father is likely to involve an intense awareness of and respect for each
other’s feelings. Tuning into one another comes naturally, and you act positively on your understanding of each other. You could compete in a healthy sense. Dealings with your father increase
your strength, endurance and ability to surmount obstacles.
Onerous interplay with your father may contain a threat. Power struggles are possible. You may
feel your desires are at odds with his. Confrontations could range from direct intimidation to subtle
manipulation. You may feel overwhelmed and decide that safety lies in retreat. You may try to fight
back. You could feel that he simply does not accept who you really are.
Creating more cordial connections between you necessitates that you develop a firm sense of
your inner power. By looking deeply within, you can touch base with your strengths and build upon
them. As you become more fully master of yourself, outside threats have less power over you. Because you are in charge within, you control your reactions to your world.
____________
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Working Together
Rewarding relations with your father contain a sense of productivity and satisfaction from a
job well done. You may enjoy working together and sharing tasks. You can find pleasure in
gaining measurable results and accomplishments. He encourages your efficiency, your
practicality, and your delight in achieving.
Unpleasant relations with your father may incorporate criticism. Efficient functioning could
be a focus, in terms of work or health. You may feel judgmental of his efforts in those areas,
or experience him as hard to please. The relationship could seem centered on work, rather
than on love.
Making a more attractive connection calls for focusing on the assets rather than the flaws
between you. Appreciating what you do like within your father provides opportunities for
enlarging it. Enjoying your own competence encourages you to put your realism and common sense to work in improving your relationship. By building on what you like and what
makes you feel good, you can create more of it.
____________
Satisfaction
Positive interchanges with your father result in you feeling comfortable and at ease. He is
likely to show his caring by physical means such as feeding you or giving you things. Your
sensual nature is heightened and life holds more pleasure. You enjoy indulging him and he
enjoys gratifying you.
Negative interchanges arouse your stubbornness and resistance. You may feel like
digging in your heels and refusing to budge. Money, physical pleasures or material possessions could become bones of contention. Pleasure may be elusive, or you could feel sated
from too much indulgence.
A happy medium allows you to find beauty in your sharing. You deliberately focus on what
pleases you and enhance that.
____________
Appetites
Enjoyable exchanges with your father probably focus on sensual gratification and a
balanced approach to the physical world. You are able to enjoy money, possessions and the
sensual appetites, yet are not consumed by your desire to indulge. Your father supports your
quest for self-mastery. Food, sex, smoking, drinking and other forms of physical pleasure are
handled with moderation.
Distressing interactions with your father occur when you play out opposite ends of the
sensual seesaw. Perhaps he indulges too much while you control and inhibit. Perhaps he is
controlling and demanding while you wish to indulge. Giving and taking may be uneven in the
relationship. A fair exchange may not exist. You may feel manipulated and controlled or
resentful and determined to get your own way.
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Improving your interchanges with you father necessitates some inner integration. As you
feel more balanced in how you want to handle your sensual needs, his actions in this area
bother you less. In reaching inner balance, outer conflicts become less important. By
learning from both his positive and negative examples, you become more capable of giving,
receiving and sharing easily, naturally and fairly with others.

Issues for Victor Vega to recognize in relating to Cybil Vega
Fond Family
Cordial connections with this child are based on firm family feelings and good communication.
You find it easy to talk to each other. Your nurturing and protective instincts are easily aroused. You
may find memories and feelings about your own childhood re-emerging when interacting with this
child. Feelings and thinking are intermixed; you use both logic and intuition in your interchanges.
Vexing connections with this child may occur when unresolved feelings from your own early life
rear up again. Old feelings from your experience of your own mother, father, or siblings could
become a focus in current relationships. You may rework some of your own issues around
dependency in your role as a parent. Establishing clear channels of communication could be a
challenge. Objectivity may be overwhelmed by moodiness or strong feelings. Conversely, emotions
may be rationalized away to nothing. "Head" knowledge may war with "gut" understanding.
Establishing more agreeable exchanges involves an integration of thinking and feeling. By
creating a balance between logic and intuition, you can put both to constructive use. Your feelings as
well as your rational mind contribute to useful solutions. Clear communication addresses both the
intellect and the emotions of you and your child. The two of you can choose open, honest discussion
or heartfelt, but silent, sharing as is needed.
____________
Far-Flung Fantasies
Blissful bonds with this child incorporate idealism and acceptance. You are easily able to focus on
the best in this relationship. A feeling for beauty or a desire to improve the world may be shared. An
aesthetic focus is likely, with each of you able to verbalize the beauty you see in the other. Grace
and harmony are natural focuses in the relationship.
Distressing bonds include a sense of frustration and disillusionment. You or your child may feel
let-down or disappointed that the other person was not perfect. High expectations may be dashed. A
scattering tendency is possible, with the desire to make everything better. Learning to focus and
make priorities could be an issue. Facing facts rather than fantasies is vital.
Enhanced dealings with this child flow out of your constructive use of intuition and logic. By
blending feelings and intellect, you can select the optimum paths. You can visualize the best possible
relationship and take the sensible steps toward achieving it. You communicate easily and lovingly,
with a full appreciation of the optimal possibilities within you and your child (yet a patient acceptance
of your humanity and limits).
____________
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Sensitive Support
Blissful bonds with this child may include a sense of deep, abiding serenity. You tune into one
another naturally and easily. Your caring and compassion are very deep. A gentle, harmonious spirit
pervades the family. Softness, sensitivity and psychic understanding contribute to a sense of grace.
Distressing interactions could become savior/victim encounters. You might strive to be the perfect
parent, perhaps even trying to save a child from him/herself. You could be too loving and giving,
unconsciously encouraging weakness in your need to rescue others. Due to unconscious (past life)
ties, you and this child could trigger unexpected responses in one another. Subtle manipulation is
possible.
Building better bonds calls for ample expression of your idealism and desire to seek perfection.
The family can be like a sanctuary--a place to strengthen dreams and receive sustenance and
refreshment from the stresses of the outer world. Shared visions and joint aesthetic efforts can contribute to a strong system of mutual support. Kindness and compassion flow out of a sensitivity to
one another’s needs.
____________
Lighthearted Lineage
Delightful dealings with this child stimulate your thinking and communication skills. You may find
yourself talking a lot, or simply that your mind is very active. Your intellectual skills may be central.
You can both learn and teach through the relationship. Ideas abound.
Annoying dealings with this child might leave you feeling scattered or disorganized. You could feel
spread too thin, as if there is too much to do. It could seem as if you are going in circles, or talking
and talking with no results. Logic and reason may be falling short of success.
You can create more satisfying links by relating to this child as a sibling. By treating him/her as a
peer, you can encourage communication, openness and sharing of thoughts and feelings. Trading
the authority role for a more equalitarian role stimulates more exchanges of information, more
acceptance and more ease of interaction.

Section Four: Challenges
This section continues the focus on astrological contacts between your charts. There are certain "red
flag" issues in relationships which are touchy for many people. In parent/child relationships, these include
topics such as control/power, indulgence, and responsibilities.
First the significant "red flags" for each of you are listed, so that you can be sensitive to one another
and work toward a caring, but detached attitude when these issues come up. The "red flag" listed merely
defines the issue. You and your father will know how that issue is being handled. Remember that each
is a challenge, not an automatic problem. It should be read as a cautionary note. Take a look at the
topics listed. They may point to sensitive areas where the two of you need to tread carefully. They may
highlight challenges which must be faced. Many times, particularly if the father is old enough to have
lived, learned and grown a little, he will be manifesting the energy of a "red flag" potential, rather than any
difficulties. And a child who has a positive example from father is more likely to manifest constructive
possibilities him/herself. The Up side which is listed for each "red flag" gives the positive potential which
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exists once you have mastered the issues involved. Please do not assume that these red flags will
wreak havoc in your relationship! Do consider the possibilities with one another!
Red flags are based on the interactions between your charts, so usually will be the same for both of
you. Occasionally, however, a red flag will be listed for one of you, but not the other. This suggests that
the red flag is a more personal concern for the individual in whose section it occurs. Obviously, however,
red flags--if still on the down side rather than the up side--must be addressed by both people for
successful resolution and satisfying interactions.
Building on the strengths that lie underneath the red flags can help to minimize and side-step the
potential challenges.
Following the red flags is a listing of polarities which are likely to be meaningful in your shared interactions. Parents and children are very likely to "divide up the territory." It is as if the parent agrees to do
one half of a certain drive, while the child does the other half. If they aren’t careful, however, they end up
at opposite extremes on various issues. This section will identify those polarities likely to be important in
your association. By staying aware of these issues, you can find that more comfortable middle ground
and avoid the extremes which so often lead to discomfort and disagreements between family members.
Remember that each polarity is a natural partnership. The goal is to find a comfortable blend which
allows some of each (without overdoing either side).
If, for example, a polarity involves "heart/head," a parent might tend to manifest logic, thinking and
objectivity a lot, while a child brings in feelings and emotions. If they allow themselves to polarize around
these differences, conflicts might arise. Dad, emphasizing the "head" side of this polarity, could see his
child as too emotional, hysterial or irrational, while the child, emphasizing the "heart" side, could view
his/her parent as too cold, uncaring and aloof. The key to any polarity is to be sure that both people are
capable of expressing each side. This does not mean people have to be exactly alike! It does mean
neither one completely disowns one side of a polarity. If parent and child are already in balance in regard
to the polarities listed, then you’re doing it right!

Red flags for Cybil Vega

Red flags for Victor Vega

Excitement Needs

Dependency

Excitement could be sought through
unreasonable risks, gambling too much, taking
excessive chances, pushing the limits. You
might be a bit rash or foolhardy. (Up side is
great enthusiasm, fun and joy in life.)

You might "need to be needed" and do too
much for your child, or expect adult emotional
support from a child. You may unconsciously
encourage dependency in the child or look to
him/her to fill your inner neediness. (Up side is
much love and balanced nurturing.)

Money
Addiction
Money could become an issue with this
parent. Try to sort out what you really want and
need financially. Whether you have a positive or
negative role model around finances, consider
what is most important to you materially. (Up
side is good ability to share the material and
monetary world with your family.)

Potential challenges around food, alcohol,
drugs, spending, dependency. You or your child
(or both) may have issues around addiction.
Strive to achieve and role model appetite
mastery--the ability to enjoy the material world
without being ruled by it. (Up side is being
sensitive, supportive, and psychologically
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Possessiveness/Security Needs

aware.)

You may carry the desire for security (physical and emotional) to the extreme of possessiveness. Letting go of emotions, things and people
may be difficult for you. (Up side is great loyalty
and commitment to family.)

People Pleasing

Addiction
Potential challenges around food, alcohol,
drugs, spending, dependency. You may be
tempted to use food, alcohol or other addictions
to escape bad feelings. Perhaps your father
shows addictive behavior. You must learn to
enjoy the material world without being ruled by
it. (Up side is being sensitive, supportive,
psychologically aware.)













Appearances might be overvalued. "Looking
good" in the eyes of others could be given too
much weight. "What will the neighbors think?"
might be too much of a concern. (Up side is
strong artistic, aesthetic appreciation and possible talent.)
Excitement Needs
Excitement could be sought through
unreasonable risks, gambling too much, taking
excessive chances, pushing the limits. You may
look for adrenaline rushes in ways that neglect
parental responsibilities. (Up side is great
enthusiasm, fun and joy.)

Anger/Self-Centeredness
Hot temper, resentment, sullen rage or
repressed anger are possible. You may feel
impatient to get what you want. You may feel
you have to get angry to have any impact, or be
overwhelmed by parental anger. (Up side is
great emotional warmth and intensity.)
______

Karmic/Unconscious Ties/Manipulation/
Secrecy
This child may push unconscious buttons,
bringing up old feelings, perhaps from early
childhood (or even past lives). Irrational reactions are possible unless you learn to recognize
what sets you off and where you might be
manipulated. (Up side is a very deep, strong
nonverbal bond, whereby you naturally tune into
one another, understanding each other without
words.)
______

Polarities for Cybil Vega

Polarities for Victor Vega

Action/Thinking

Action/Thinking

One of you is ready to act, while the other
wants to think it over and contemplate for
awhile. Or, one wants to do while the other
wants to talk. (Up side is well-reasoned actions
along with quick wits.)

One of you is ready to act, while the other
wants to think it over and contemplate for
awhile. Or, one wants to do while the other
wants to talk. (Up side is well-reasoned actions
along with quick wits.)

Ease/Effort

Flexible/Rigid

Do you polarize around the playful spirit and
the workaholic, or the person who sweats for
everything they accomplish and the person who
glides through life? Who relaxes and who does

One of you is adaptable, while the other
holds firm to every stand. (Up side is being firm
on basics and flexible on details.)
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hard labor? (Up side is balance between work
and play, between enjoyment and accomplishment.)
Self-indulgence/Self-mastery (self-discipline)
You may binge and then restrict yourself
around food, spending or other forms of sensual
pleasure. You may receive mixed messages
from a parent about indulgence versus control
where physical pleasures are concerned. (Up
side is capacity to enjoy the material world in
moderation.)
Self/Other (Mine/Ours)
If one seems the "taker" and the other the
"giver," you are out of balance on this polarity.
(Up side is taking turns pleasing one another--in
age appropriate ways--enjoying sharing.)
Student/Teacher
Do you fall into student/teacher roles without
trading sides? Is one supplying all the wisdom
and answers while the other takes the position
of humble, eager learner? Parents learn from
children as well as vice versa! (Up side is lots of
mental stimulation; both of you enjoy learning
from each other as well as life.)

















Head/Heart
The two of you may polarize around emotions versus detachment, or thinking versus
feeling. One of you is cool, calm and collected
while the other seems hysterical. (Up side is a
balance between your head and heart goals,
satisfying both your mind and your emotions.)
Home/Career (or Tasks)
You could polarize around issues of how
much time to spend on a career versus how
much time to spend with family members or
focused on domestic issues. (Up side is a life
which includes external success or tangible
accomplishments along with a strong home
base with good, emotional support.)
Interpersonal/Transpersonal
If one of you wants to focus on people, while
the other puts more time into idealistic pursuits,
societal contributions, humanitarian or group activities, or philanthropic interests--you may be
facing this polarity. (Up side is a life of commitment to family as well as to a higher purpose.)

Section Five: Strengths
Every relationship also has certain basic strengths embedded within it. Some of these are indicated
by the element focus (e.g., fire, earth, air, water, or a combination of these elements). In this section,
bold-italic type indicates the element of fire (extraverted, confident, expressive, needing to pour out).
Boldface type indicates the element of earth (practical, grounded, seeking tangible results). Italic type
indicates the element of air (objective, detached, mental). Normal type symbolizes the element of water
(sensitive, emotional, intuitive). Paragraphs with type faces that alternate from one line to the next show
element combinations: fire/water, fire/air, fire/earth, earth/air, earth/water or air/water.
Your association has been analyzed in terms of the predominant element(s) in the interactions
between your horoscopes. The elements focused for each of you are listed.
In addition, certain contacts between your charts point to strengths you both can draw on (such as
caring, communication skills, etc.). Those contacts and the positive potentials they symbolize are listed
here as well. Those strengths are always relevant for both people. Use this section as a summary and
reminder of some of the assets you stimulate in each other.
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Elements Emphasized for Cybil Vega

Elements Emphasized for Victor Vega

Earth

Air/Water

Practicality, focused attention, tangible
results, discipline, realism, responsibility,
dealing effectively with the material world,
common sense.

Able to verbalize unconscious needs of self
and others, imaginative, can use logic and intuition, visualizer, dreamer, rich inner world.
Water

Fire/Water
Warm, wholehearted involvement, deep
feelings, desire for intense commitment, caring,
expressive and introspective, creates strong
emotional bonds with others.

Psychic connection, compassion, inner
wisdom, imagination, sensitive to inner feelings
of self and others, urge to merge/unite,
automatic pilot.
______

Fire/Earth
Accomplishment-orientation, effectiveness, endurance, capacity to impact the
world, can both start and finish projects,
makes things happen.
______
Strengths for Cybil Vega and Victor Vega
Common Values
You both can agree on what really matters in
life. Your beliefs and values are similar enough
to keep you moving on a parallel course.
Fairness/Equality
The two of you are willing to compromise, to
look for win/win solutions which please you both.
Fortune/"Luck"
You may be fortunate for one another. You
may help one another notice and take
advantages of opportunities or "lucky breaks."
Unconscious Understanding
You sometimes understand one another
without words, tuning into each other on a deep,
emotional level. You pick up information intuitively.
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Mental Stimulation
You are likely to find each other mentally
stimulating. You enjoy discussing things and/or
learning from one another. You bring new ideas
to each other.
Nurturing Skills
You both can be caring, protective and
helpful of one another, although father naturally
provides the lion’s share. Family connections or
activities matter much to you both.
Personal Growth (Individuality)
You can encourage one another toward
growth and change. You are likely to support
each other’s need to be unique individuals.
Tolerance/Open-Mindedness
You can accept each other’s imperfections.
You are tolerant of your differences. You
appreciate your varied styles and attitudes.
Vision
You encourage each other to dream, to
imagine, to reach for a higher purpose in life.
Conclusion
This concludes our Compatibility Profile. We hope that the insights gained have been useful to you.
We wish you lots of life-affirming experiences, lots of caring and much understanding of yourself and
those closest to you. Our reports offer state-of-the-art knowledge combining the best of modern technology with the ancient wisdom of the stars. If, however, you would like more detail than is provided here,
consider consulting with a qualified astrologer for a personal touch. May your path be full of Love, Light
and Laughter.
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trine— reinforce(s), amplifies, exaggerates, harmonizes
quincunx— seem(s) at odds with/feels incompatible with
opposition— could be overdone at the expense of, seesaw
swings
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Abbreviations used in
Planetary Profiles' Annotation

{


East Point (an auxiliary Ascendant)
Gauquelin sector (identified by number of
sector)
house
IC (4th house cusp)
Midheaven (10th house cusp)
north node of the Moon
south node of the Moon
Vertex (an auxiliary Descendant)
West Point (an auxiliary Descendant)
Ascendant
Antivertex (an auxiliary Ascendant)
Descendant
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PLANETS
Sun self-esteem, life force/vitality, creativity, risk-taking instincts, pride, star quality, fun-loving spirit,
inner child, drive for excitement, need for recreation, speculative side, sexual passion, need to shine
Moon emotions, security needs, caretaking instincts, dependency needs, drive to nurture, vulnerabilities,
homing instincts, receptivity, moods, habit patterns, women (including mother)
Mercury urge to communicate, thinking, listening/talking, capacity to learn, adaptability/flexibility, informationgathering skills, casual contacts, logic, awareness, dexterity, perception
Venus desire for pleasure, sensuality, urge for comfort/ease, need for tangible beauty, drive for stability/
predictability, sweetness, affection, relating needs, material assets
Mars assertion, self-expression, independence, personal power, desires, spontaneous instincts, immediate
needs, anger, sexual drive, early identity, doing one’s thing
Jupiter ideals and goals, beliefs, values, morality/ethics, faith, optimism, quest for the truth, philosophy/religion,
drive for expanded horizons, high expectations, seeking the best/highest
Saturn reality quotient; authority instincts, practicality, capacity to deal with limits, career drives, sense of
responsibility, discipline/effort, status ambitions, urge to solidify/contract, wisdom of experience
Uranus individuality, freedom drives, inventiveness, originality, humanitarian instincts, detachment, pull toward
the future, eccentricity, innovation, sudden changes
Neptune quest for Oneness/Union/transcendence, idealism, quest for infinite love and beauty, intuition, savior/
victim potentials, compassion, imagination/fantasy, mysticism, escapism
Pluto ntensity, drive for self-mastery, intimacy instincts, sexual needs, drive for transformation, elimination/
completion urges, resentment/forgiveness, probing, complicated motives, compulsions
Ascendant personal identity, personal action, appearance, physical body, natural self-expression
Midheaven sense of authority, career aspirations, power drives and power figures, status
a point of luck, talent, ability, gain, growth, tendencies brought in from past lives
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EXTRA BODIES
Halley’s Comet: limelight, high focus, rise to power and fall
Chiron: drive for knowledge, ideals, maverick, truth-seeking, teacher/healer
Transpluto: fertile, steady, charismatic, rebirth, savage, possessive
Lilith (dark moon): exaggerates, compulsive, instinctive reason, objectifies
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THE “BIG FOUR” ASTEROIDS
Ceres earth mother, productivity, health, growing things, health issues, mother figure
Juno marriage, beauty, intimacy, shared resources, giving and receiving
Pallas perception skills, equality, justice, balance, competition, visual aesthetics
Vesta responsibility, efficiency, tunnel vision, alienation, capable, health issues, concentration
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15 OTHER ASTEROIDS
Amor: loving kindness, empathy, goodwill, service (could be overdone)
Dembowska: overdrive and/or self-blocking, facing limits, responsibilities
Diana: “all or none,” self-containment, nurturing on one’s own terms
Dudu: cleaning up, eliminating garbage, power struggles, addictions
t
Eros: romantic love, passion, “whatever turns you on”
Frigga: marriage, conjugal love, domestic, gentle yet powerful
Hidalgo: ambitious, willing to risk, father/authority figures, effort
Icarus: risk-taking, may be overreach, creativity, intense love (or hate)
o
Lilith: self-mastery/power issues, sexuality, occult interests
Pandora: curiosity, may begin things with unforeseen consequences, change
Pittsburghia: power issues, learning moderation, facing inner depths
Psyche: deep attunement, empathy and love or glaring self-centeredness
Sappho: aesthetic refinements, teaching, nurturing, sensuality
Toro: strength, power, confrontations, will, sensuality
Urania: thoughtful, serious, inspired, unconventional
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These asteroids are an add-on
option (must be ordered with a
chart), and may be requested
by using the code A15 which
includes the Aster-2 option.
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URANIAN PLANETS
Cupido family, art, marriage, society, associations
Hades want, poverty, waste, illness, secrets, antiquity, delay, dirt
Zeus fire, procreation, creation, direction, leadership, irresistible force
Kronos government, authority, leader, everything above average, high up
Apollon science, commerce, trade, expansion, peace, glory, success, “lots of”
Admetos raw material, death, hindrance, stoppage, standstill, intense concentration
Vulkanus strength, force, power, energy, mighty
Poseidon spirit, idea, mind, enlightenment, propaganda
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Regarded as slowly
transiting sensitive
points, the Uranians’
use is described in
clear detail in Dial
Detective, by Maria
Kay Simms.
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